2020 Virginia Color Classic Futurity
Virginia Horse Center, 487 Maury River Road | Lexington, VA 24450-3374 (540)464-2966
August 28-30, 2020 Chris Arnold (OH) Laura Kathryn Gilmer (TN) Jennifer Goss *NSBA (IN) Steve Lackey (NC)
*updated 8/13/20

FRIDAY 8:00AM *classes in brackets run together
1/301. YOUTH WALK/TROT TRAIL 5-10 & NSBA
2/302. YOUTH WALK/TROT 11-18 & NSBA
3/303. *AMATEUR WALK/TROT TRAIL & NSBA
4/304. *AMATEUR SPB TRAIL & NSBA
5. ALL-BREED YOUTH TRAIL 19 & UNDER
6. ALL-BREED ADULT TRAIL 19 & OVER
7. COLOR CLASSIC ALL AGE TRAIL FUTURITY
8. **VIRGINIA BRED ALL AGE TRAIL FUTURITY
9/309. *GREEN TRAIL & NSBA
10/310. NOVICE YOUTH TRAIL & NSBA
11/311. NOVICE AMATEUR TRAIL & NSBA
12/312. YOUTH TRAIL 13 & UNDER & NSBA
13/313. YOUTH TRAIL 18 & UNDER & NSBA
14/314. YOUTH SPB TRAIL & NSBA
15/315. *AMATEUR TRAIL & NSBA
16/316. *AMATEUR SPB TRAIL & NSBA
17/317. OPEN SPB TRAIL & NSBA
18/318. OPEN JUNIOR TRAIL & NSBA
19/319. OPEN SENIOR TRAIL & NSBA
20. ALL-BREED IN-HAND TRAIL – YEARLINGS & 2YOS
21. *OPEN YEARLING IN-HAND TRAIL
22. *OPEN SPB YEARLING IN-HAND TRAIL
23. *COLOR CLASSIC YEARLING IN-HAND TRAIL
24. **VIRGINIA BRED YEARLING IN-HAND TRAIL
25. *AMATEUR YEARLING IN-HAND TRAIL
26. *AMATEUR SPB YEARLING IN-HAND TRAIL
27. *COLOR CLASSIC AM YEARLING IN-HAND TRAIL
28. **VIRGINIA BRED AM YEARLING IN-HAND TRAIL
29. **COLOR CLASSIC 2 YEAR OLD IN-HAND TRAIL
30. **VIRGINIA BRED 2 YEAR OLD IN-HAND TRAIL

----------BREAK----------
**Ranch Trail & Ranch Pleasure are back to back**
~Horse never leaves the arena~
31. ALL-BREED OPEN RANCH TRAIL, ALL AGES
32. ALL-BREED OPEN RANCH PLEASURE, ALL AGES
33/333. NOVICE AMATEUR RANCH TRAIL & NSBA
34/334. NOVAM RANCH PLEASURE (INDIVIDUAL)&NSBA
35/335. *YOUTH RANCH TRAIL & NSBA
36/336. *YOUTH SPB RANCH TRAIL & NSBA
37/337. *YOUTH RANCH PLEASURE (IND) & NSBA
38/338. *YOUTH SPB RANCH PLEASURE (IND) & NSBA
39/339. *AMATEUR RANCH TRAIL & NSBA
40/340. *AMATEUR SPB RANCH TRAIL & NSBA
41/341. *AM RANCH PLEASURE (IND. PATTERN) & NSBA
42/342. *AM SPB RANCH PLEASURE (IND) & NSBA
43/343. *OPEN RANCH TRAIL & NSBA
44/344. *OPEN SPB RANCH TRAIL & NSBA
45/345. *OPEN RANCH PLEASURE (IND PATTERN) & NSBA
46/346. *SPB RANCH PLEASURE (IND PATTERN) & NSBA

SATURDAY 8:00AM *classes in brackets run together
47. ALL-BREED OPEN HALTER STALLIONS, ALL AGES
48. JUNIOR AMATEUR STALLIONS
49. SENIOR AMATEUR STALLIONS
50/350. AM PERFORMANCE HALTER STALLIONS & NSBA
**** GRAND/RESERVE AMATEUR STALLIONS****
51. OPEN WEANLING STALLIONS
52. COLOR CLASSIC WEANLING STALLIONS/GELDINGS
53. **VIRGINIA BRED WEANLING STALLIONS/GELDINGS
54. YEARLING STALLIONS
55. COLOR CLASSIC YEARLING STALLION FUTURITY
56. **VIRGINIA BRED YEARLING STALLION FUTURITY
57. 2 YR OLD STALLIONS
58. 3 YR OLD STALLIONS
59. 4 AND OVER STALLIONS
60/360. PERFORMANCE HALTER STALLIONS & NSBA
**** OPEN GRAND/RESERVE STALLIONS****
61. AMATEUR SPB STALLIONS, ALL AGES
**** GRAND/RESERVE AM SPB STALLIONS****
62. OPEN SPB JUNIOR STALLIONS
63. OPEN SPB SENIOR STALLIONS
**** OPEN GRAND/RESERVE SPB STALLIONS****
64. ALL-BREED OPEN HALTER GELDINGS, ALL AGES
65. AMATEUR JUNIOR GELDINGS
66. AMATEUR SENIOR GELDINGS
67/367. AM PERFORMANCE HALTER GELDINGS & NSBA
**** GRAND/RESERVE AM GELDINGS****
68. WEANLING GELDINGS
69. YEARLING GELDINGS
70. COLOR CLASSIC YEARLING GELDING FUTURITY
71. **VIRGINIA BRED YEARLING GELDING FUTURITY
72. 2 YO GELDINGS
73. 3 YO GELDINGS
74. 4 AND OVER GELDINGS
75/375. PERFORMANCE HALTER GELDINGS & NSBA
**** OPEN GRAND/RESERVE GELDINGS****
76. AMATEUR SPB GELDINGS, ALL AGES
**** GRAND/RESERVE AM SPB GELDINGS****
77. OPEN SPB JUNIOR GELDINGS
78. OPEN SPB SENIOR GELDINGS
**** OPEN GRAND/RESERVE SPB GELDINGS****
79. YOUTH GELDINGS, ALL AGES
80/380. YTH PERFORMANCE HALTER GELDINGS & NSBA
**** GRAND/RESERVE YOUTH GELDINGS****
81. YOUTH SPB GELDINGS, ALL AGES
82. ALL-BREED YOUTH SHOWMANSHIP 18 & UNDER
83. ALL-BREED ADULT SHOWMANSHIP 19 & OVER
84/384. YOUTH WALK/TROT SHOWMANSHIP 5-10 & NSBA
85/385. YOUTH WALK/TROT SHOWMANSHIP 11-18& NSBA
86/386. AMATEUR W/T SHOWMANSHIP & NSBA
87/387. AM SPB WALK/TROT SHOWMANSHIP & NSBA
88/388. NOVICE YOUTH SHOWMANSHIP & NSBA
89/389. NOVICE AMATEUR SHOWMANSHIP & NSBA
90/390. YOUTH SHOWMANSHIP 13 & UNDER & NSBA
91/391. YOUTH SHOWMANSHIP 18 & UNDER & NSBA
92/392. YOUTH SPB SHOWMANSHIP & NSBA
93/393. AMATEUR SHOWMANSHIP & NSBA
94/394. AMATEUR SPB SHOWMANSHIP & NSBA
95. ALL-BREED OPEN HALTER MARES, ALL AGES
96. AMATEUR JUNIOR MARES
97. AMATEUR SENIOR MARES
98/398. AM PERFORMANCE HALTER MARES & NSBA
**** GRAND/RESERVE AMATEUR MARES****
99. WEANLING MARES

100. COLOR CLASSIC WEANLING MARES FUTURITY
101. **VIRGINIA BRED WEANLING MARES FUTURITY
102. YEARLING MARES

103. COLOR CLASSIC YEARLING MARES FUTURITY
104. **VIRGINIA BRED YEARLING MARES FUTURITY
105. 2 YR OLD MARES
106. 3 YO MARES
107. 4 AND OVER MARES
108/408. PERFORMANCE HALTER MARES & NSBA
**** OPEN GRAND/RESERVE MARES****
109. AMATEUR SPB MARES, ALL AGES
**** GRAND/RESERVE AM SPB MARES****
110. OPEN SPB JUNIOR MARES
111. OPEN SPB SENIOR MARES
**** OPEN GRAND/RESERVE SPB MARES****
112. YOUTH MARES, ALL AGES
113/413. YTH PERFORMANCE HALTER MARES & NSBA
**** GRAND/RESERVE YOUTH MARES****
114. YOUTH SPB MARES, ALL AGES
115. YOUTH TOBIANO COLOR CLASS
116. AMATEUR TOBIANO COLOR CLASS
117. TOBIANO COLOR CLASS
118. YOUTH OVERO COLOR CLASS
119. AMATEUR OVERO COLOR CLASS
120. OVERO COLOR CLASS

-----------------BREAK-----------------

121. ALL-BREED YOUTH WALK/TROT HUS 18 & U
122. ALL-BREED ADULT WALK/TROT HUS 19&O
123. COLOR CLASSIC YTH/AM WALK/TROT HUS FUTURITY
124. ***VIRGINIA BRED YTH/AM WALK/TROT HUS FUTURITY
125/425. YTH WALK/TROT HUS 5-10 & NSBA
126/426. YTH WALK/TROT HUS 11-18 & NSBA
127/427. AM WALK/TROT HUS & NSBA
128/428. AM SPB W/T HUNTER UNDER SADDLE & NSBA
129. ALL-BREED YTH HUNTER UNDER SADDLE 18&U
130. ALL-BREED ADLT HUNTER UNDER SADDLE 19&O

131. COLOR CLASSIC 2 & 3 YO HUS FUTURITY
132. ***VIRGINIA BRED 2 & 3 YO HUS FUTURITY
133/433. YTH HUNTER UNDER SADDLE & NSBA
134/434. 2 YO HUNTER UNDER SADDLE & NSBA
135/435. NOVICE AM HUNTER UNDER SADDLE & NSBA

136. COLOR CLASSIC 4YO & UP HUS FUTURITY
137. ***VBA BRED 4YO & UP HUS FUTURITY
138/438. YOUTH SPB HUNTER UNDER SADDLE & NSBA
139/439. YOUTH HUNTER UNDER SADDLE 13&U & NSBA
140/440. YOUTH HUNTER UNDER SADDLE 18&U & NSBA
141/441. GREEN HUNTER UNDER SADDLE & NSBA
142/442. AM SPB HUNTER UNDER SADDLE & NSBA
143/443. AMATEUR HUNTER UNDER SADDLE & NSBA
144/444. JUNIOR HUNTER UNDER SADDLE & NSBA
145/445. OPEN SPB HUNTER UNDER SADDLE & NSBA
146/446. SENIOR HUNTER UNDER SADDLE & NSBA

147. ALL-BREED YOUTH EQUITATION 18 & UNDER
148. ALL-BREED ADULT EQUITATION 19 & OVER
149/449. YOUTH WALK/TROT EQUITATION 5-10 & NSBA
150/450. YOUTH WALK/TROT EQUITATION 11-18 & NSBA
151/451. AMATEUR WALK/TROT EQUITATION & NSBA
152/452. AM SPB W/T EQUITATION & NSBA
153/453. NOVICE YOUTH EQUITATION & NSBA
154/454. NOVICE AMATEUR EQUITATION & NSBA
155/455. YOUTH EQUITATION 13 & UNDER & NSBA
156/456. YOUTH EQUITATION 18 & UNDER & NSBA
157/457. YOUTH SPB EQUITATION & NSBA
158/458. AMATEUR EQUITATION & NSBA
159/459. AMATEUR SPB EQUITATION & NSBA

-----------------SHORT BREAK-----------------

160. ALL-BREED OPEN RANCH RIDING, ALL AGES
161/461. NOVICE YOUTH RANCH RIDING & NSBA
162/462. NOVICE AMATEUR RANCH RIDING & NSBA
163/463. *YOUTH RANCH RIDING & NSBA
164/464. *YOUTH SPB RANCH RIDING & NSBA
165/465. *AMATEUR RANCH RIDING & NSBA
166/466. *AMATEUR SPB RANCH RIDING & NSBA
167/467. *OPEN RANCH RIDING & NSBA
168/468. *OPEN SPB RANCH RIDING & NSBA
169/469. *COLOR CLASSIC RANCH RIDING

170/470. ***VIRGINIA BRED RANCH RIDING

-----------------SHORT BREAK-----------------

171/471. *YOUTH WESTERN RIDING & NSBA
172/472. *YOUTH SPB WESTERN RIDING & NSBA
173/473. *GREEN WESTERN RIDING & NSBA
174/474. *GREEN SPB WESTERN RIDING & NSBA
175/475. *AMATEUR WESTERN RIDING & NSBA
176/476. *AMATEUR SPB WESTERN RIDING & NSBA
177/477. *OPEN WESTERN RIDING & NSBA
178/478. *SPB WESTERN RIDING & NSBA

179. ALL-BREED OPEN REINING, ALL AGES

180. YOUTH REINING
181. YOUTH SPB REINING

182. AMATEUR REINING
183. *AMATEUR SPB REINING+

184. OPEN REINING
185. SPB REINING

186. NOVICE AMATEUR RANCH REINING
187. YOUTH RANCH REINING
188. YOUTH SPB RANCH REINING

189. AMATEUR RANCH REINING
190. *AMATEUR SPB RANCH REINING

191. OPEN RANCH REINING
192. SPB RANCH REINING

SUNDAY 8:00 AM *classes in brackets run together

193. ALL-BREED LONG LINE – YEARLING & 2YO
194/494. *OPEN YEARLING LONG LINE & NSBA
195/495. *OPEN SPB YEARLING LONG LINE & NSBA

196. *COLOR CLASSIC YEARLING LL FUTURITY
197. ***VIRGINIA BRED YEARLING LL FUTURITY

198/498. *AMATEUR YEARLING LONG LINE & NSBA
199/499. *AMATEUR SPB YEARLING LONG LINE & NSBA

200. ***VIRGINIA BRED AM YEARLING LL FUTURITY

201. AMATEUR OVERO COLOR CLASS
202/SO2. *OPEN 2YR OLD LONG LINE & NSBA
203/503. *SPB 2YR OLD LONG LINE & NSBA

204. ***VIRGINIA BRED 2YR OLD LL FUTURITY

205. 206/506. *AMATEUR 2YR OLD LONG LINE & NSBA
207/507. *AMATEUR SPB 2YR OLD LONG LINE & NSBA

208. ALL-BREED OPEN RANCH RAIL PLEASURE, ALL AGES
209/509. NOV AM RANCH RAIL PLEAS (GROUP) & NSBA
210/510. YOUTH RANCH RAIL PLEAS (GROUP) & NSBA
211/511. YTH SPB RANCH RAIL PLEAS (GROUP) & NSBA
212/512. AM RANCH RAIL PLEAS (GROUP) & NSBA
213/513. AM SPB RANCH RAIL PLEAS (GROUP) & NSBA
214/514. OPEN RANCH RAIL PLEAS (GROUP) & NSBA
215/515. OPEN SPB RANCH RAIL PLEAS (GROUP) & NSBA

216. LEADLINE (ALL PAINT REGISTRIES)

217. ALL-BREED YOUTH WALK/JOG WP 18 & UNDER
218. ALL-BREED ADULT WALK/JOG WP 19 & OVER

219. COLOR CLASSIC YTH/AM WALK/JOG WP FUTURITY
220. ***VIRGINIA BRED YTH/AM WALK/JOG WP FUTURITY
221/521. YTH W/T WESTERN PLEASURE 5-10 & NSBA
222/522. YTH W/T WESTERN PLEASURE 11-18 & NSBA
223/523. AMATEUR W/T WESTERN PLEASURE & NSBA
224/524. AM SPB W/T WESTERN PLEASURE & NSBA
225. ALL-BREED YOUTH WESTERN PLEASURE 18&U
226. ALL-BREED ADULT WESTERN PLEASURE 19&O

227. COLOR CLASSIC 2 & 3 YO WESTERN PLEASURE
228. ***VIRGINIA BRED 2 & 3 YO WESTERN PLEASURE
229/529. NOVICE YOUTH WESTERN PLEASURE & NSBA
230/530. 2 YO WESTERN PLEASURE & NSBA
231/531. NOVICE AM WESTERN PLEASURE & NSBA

232. COLOR CLASSIC 4YO & UP WESTERN PLEASURE
233. ***VIRGINIA BRED 4YO & UP WESTERN PLEASURE
234/534. YOUTH SPB WESTERN PLEASURE & NSBA
235/535. YOUTH WESTERN PLEASURE 13 & U & NSBA
236/536. YOUTH WESTERN PLEASURE 18 & U & NSBA
237/537. GREEN WESTERN PLEASURE & NSBA
238/538. AMATEUR SPB WESTERN PLEASURE & NSBA
239/539. AMATEUR WESTERN PLEASURE & NSBA
240/540. JUNIOR WESTERN PLEASURE & NSBA
241/541. OPEN SPB WESTERN PLEASURE & NSBA
242/542. SENIOR WESTERN PLEASURE & NSBA
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243. ALL-BREED YOUTH HORSEMANSHIP 18 & Under
244. ALL-BREED ADULT HORSEMANSHIP 19 & Over
245/545. YTH WALK/TROT HORSEMANSHIP 5-10 & NSBA
246/546. YTH WALK/TROT HORSEMANSHIP 11-18 & NSBA
247/547. AM WALK/TROT HORSEMANSHIP & NSBA
248/548. AM SPB WALK/TROT HORSEMANSHIP & NSBA
249/549. NOVICE YOUTH HORSEMANSHIP & NSBA
250/550. NOVICE AMATEUR HORSEMANSHIP & NSBA
251/551. YOUTH HORSEMANSHIP 13 & UNDER & NSBA
252/552. YOUTH HORSEMANSHIP 18 & UNDER & NSBA
253/553. YOUTH SPB HORSEMANSHIP & NSBA
254/554. AMATEUR HORSEMANSHIP & NSBA
255/555. AMATEUR SPB HORSEMANSHIP & NSBA

******************************************************************************
Please note: Color Classic & Virginia Bred Futurity classes must be pre-entered. Visit the VPHC website for program eligibility & entry details: www.virginiapainthorseclub.org

ALL futurity entries are REQUIRED to enter in the respective APHA class EXCEPT for weanlings / AQHA and ApHC futurity entries are REQUIRED to enter in the respective All-Breed class EXCEPT for weanlings.

******************************************************************************
All exhibitors must present current APHA/AjPHA membership card

Warning: You assume the risk of equine activities pursuant to Virginia law. Virginia Equine Activity Liability Act (Virginia Code § 3.2-6200-§ 3.2-6203)

We expect the Virginia Horse Center to require certain protocols as a result of COVID-19. Details will be shared in advance of the show weekend. By attending and participating, you agree to abide by all Virginia Horse Center rules and facility policies:

VIRGINIA HORSE CENTER FOUNDATION RULES:
http://www.horsecenter.org/Policy-Fees.aspx

******************************************************************************
CLASS ENTRY FEES:
LEADING: APHA & Office fees only
YOUTH WALK-TROT: $20 per class
NOVICE YOUTH/YOUTH/YOUTH SPB/
AMATEUR WALK-TROT/AM SPB WALK-TROT/NOVICE
AMATEUR/AMATEUR/
AMATEUR SPB/OPEN/OPEN SPB: $40 per class
ALL-BREED CLASSES: $20 (JUDGED BY 2 JUDGES)
NSBA: $10

Flat Rate Entry Fee: Includes unlimited APHA classes for one horse/one rider/multiple divisions.
Additional riders may enter at $20 per class.
*VPHC membership required to use flat rate entry fee
*does NOT include NSBA, All-Breed, or Futurity classes
*does NOT include stall, APHA, office or obstacle fees
YOUTH WALK-TROT (includes Youth Halter): $125
NOVICE YOUTH/YOUTH/YOUTH SPB/
AMATEUR W-T/AM SPB W-T/NOVICE AMATEUR/
AMATEUR/AMATEUR SPB/OPEN/OPEN SPB: $250

Office Fee: $25 per horse
APHA Fee: $20 per horse
Trail/Ranch Trail Fee: $10 per horse
Haul-in fee - $25 per day
$50.00 will be assessed for each returned check

STALL FEES:
$140 - 4 nights
$120 - 3 nights
$70 - 2 nights
$35 - 1 night
arrival no earlier than 10 AM Wednesday, depart no later than 8 AM Monday * early arrivals & late departures must make arrangements with the Virginia Horse Center.
Shavings Available through the Horse Center

CAMPER HOOK UPS:
Reservations are made at the VA. Horse Center Stall Office, first come, first serve basis. More information at http://horsecenter.org/camping.aspx

HOTELS:
Howard Johnson Lexington 540-463-9181
Mention VPHC and get show rate of $72 +tax
Hotel discounts also available through APHA Xtras

SHOW MANAGER: KATHY COLE
(434) 294-2051 / jckc.farm211@gmail.com

SHOW SECRETARY: CHANDLER CORLEY
(803) 730-6388
www.corleyequisports.com

SHOW ANNOUNCER: KAITLYN CORLEY

STALL RESERVATIONS: DEBBIE MACDONALD
(434) 532-6506 / deb.macdonald1@gmail.com

FUTURITY CHAIRMAN: STEPHANIE CASH
(540) 294-6181 / schas1820@gmail.com

STALLION SERVICE SALE: SARAH WELLS
(804) 512-7507 / sadiesue18@hotmail.com

PHOTOGRAPHER: Superlative Equine
www.superlativeequine.com
info@superlativeequine.com
(706) 455-3292

HIGH POINT AWARDS:
YOUTH WALK-TROT: 5-10 & 11-18
NOVICE YOUTH
YOUTH: 13 & under & 14-18
AMATEUR WALK/TROT
NOVICE AMATEUR
AMATEUR: 19-44 & 45 & over
OPEN: Junor & Senior
SPB (all APHA divisions combined)
RANCH: Open, Amateur & SPB (all APHA divisions combined)
*Open, Amateur & SPB Ranch classes will not count toward other division high-points
YEARLING: Open & Amateur
*Owner & Exhibitor must be VPHC members to be eligible for weekend high-point awards
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